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'J'H E tactics of divide and-rule
which characterises British poli
tical strategy throughout the ages
apparently came unstuck last week
in Brussels. But those politicians and
publicists in this country who sug
gest that the British negotiators have
been incompetent, or that Macmillan
is no match for de Gaulle, are, to
our minds, using the same tactics of partnership, or co-operation, but by
divide-and-rule for their own party power, We want to stop this happening
and personal interests! We have again by developing a strength and
much more respect for the political prosperity which would spread to the
cunning and unscrupulousness of whole world.”
Here was “statesmanship” of the
perfidious Albion, and there can be
no doubt that de Gaulle shared our highest order: no names, no direct
“respect” when he brusquely resort accusations, no recriminations; what
ed to the veto to stop further mattered was the future and not the
discussions. For at that stage in the past, which should only serve to
negotiations the British delegation teach us the lessons for success in
had, after 18 months, succeeded in the future ! And then for the nation
worming its way into, as it were, he told us that the breakdown of the
the “confidence’ of the other five EEC . negotiations meant that
We must be ready to accept change,
nations of the EEC, to the point
where not only were they made Con to modernise, to adapt, .to get rid of
scious of the hegemonic role of obsolete plant and perhaps more im
obsolete ideas—wherever they
France, but were even anxious that portant,
are: to work together, all of us.
Britain should join them in order to
Is this a gloomy or grim prospect?
establish some kind of balance of Not at all. It’s the kind of situation in
power between France and the other which we have always done best in the
five! Though Britain is OUT of the past, and so it will be again.
Common Market, before getting out
So now the new “line” can be
she managed to put a large spanner summarised briefly; “Entry to the
IN the works, and, thanks to de Common Market would have been
Gaulle’s tactlessness in rejecting good for Britain; but rejection is
Britain on the grounds that she is even better”. And as a matter of
a ^stooge of America,. Britain will fact, if the Observer’s financial
c a .ii b e Ci. e .t e C '
"probably be able tcFeouni on rtMienThe British are at their best when
can support at least in her task of
undermining de Gaulle’s political their backs are to the wall. This is the
ambitions. For one thing is certain, attitude of Continental bankers and
to, Britain’s Common Market
whatever happened at Brussels, the financiers
difficulty; it is also their reason for
game of power politics goes on, and holding on to the British shares in their
will go on so long as the world is portfolios. This confidence is encour
divided into national states; so long
as nations are divided by social and
economic inequality; and so long as
rule of the majority by a minority
prevails.

AFTER THE
WHAT ABOUT A BIT OF

J7 0 R nearly two years government
spokesmen have been warning
the nation that failure to join the
Common Market would spell Econ
omic disaster for this country. Well,
the worst has happened. Now Mr.
Heath is telling the Commons that
“what has happened is a bitter blow
for all those who believe in true
European unity, but it is not a
mortal one”. And in “his broad
cast to the nation” (which signifi
cantly, was relayed to six European
networks) Mr. Macmillan resisted
any temptation, which a lesser poli
tician might have succumbed to, of
indulging in Francophobia. Europe,
he said, although the cradle of civil
isation, had been the scene of some
bitter struggles.
"This was generally brought
by attempts of one nation, or
times one man, to dominate the
of Europe to create a kind of
united Europe not by agreements,
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aging. Unfortunately W is of little help
to investors who must [make investment
decisions. . . . .

So far as we are concerned, and as
the saying goes, we Wouldn’t care less
how “difficult or uncertain” are con
ditions for investors What is cer
tain is that the large American and
British industrial cjeacerns have al
ready joined the Common Market,
and the breakdown of negotiations
in Brussels will haslen this process
among the smaller Concerns as well.
(De Gaulle has already expressed his
concern at the volume of American
capital investment tin France, and
threatens to introduce legislation to
control it). Investment abroad is
of course good business for the
shareholders, but if also creates ad
ditional unemployment at home. On
the other hand tarilf walls work both
ways, and just asJBritish industrial
ists will be setting; up plants in the
Common market countries, and em
ploying local .labour, so Common
Market industrial!: ts will in turn be
setting up plants® Britain (perhaps
British labour? * ’Rfad^s we have
pointed out on other occasions in
connection with thi£ Common Mar
ket racket, Britahias well as being
one of the largest exporting countries
in the world is, apart from the

of a life pattern of insecurity (after
all is not the price of life death,
sooner or later?).

SENSE ?
United States, the biggest importing
country in the world. Furthermore
though her exports to the Common
Market countries represent 39 per
cent, of the total, these countries,
according to the 1959 figures, sold
even more to Britain than they
bought from her. So what’s all the
gloom, and backs to-the-wall, atmos
phere about?
We shall be told; “but look at
the figures for unemployment. Un
less we can increase production and
our competitiveness in the world’s
markets (and that means increasing
productivity, that is production per
man and per machine, per hour) un
employment will increase”. This
argument glosses over the capitalist
facts of life, and until workers
understand them they will continue
to accept economic insecurity as part

j^ O W the capitalist facts of life are
that the primary purpose of
production is profitability; in other
terms, that the incentive to market
a commodity is that there is a buyer
who will pay a price which allows
the manufacturer to make a profit
over and above what he already re
ceives for his services. We argue
that the only socially valid incentive
to produce is the satisfaction of
needs. In spite of the arguments of
those who oppose what is, in their
opinion, a simplification of the prob
lem—for instance 'that all people
have not the same needs, that needs
“grow” etc.—we are not convinced.
For the overwhelming majority of
people material needs average out,
if only for the reason that the human
organism has physical limitations,
and that the day is only 24 hourslong for everybody. (The highpowered, business-lunched, expenseaccounted executive is said to have
Continued on page 3
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'BUT OF COURSE.Ef NEHtL

CD FRAUD IN FULHAM

evening last week about 18 sup
O NEporters
of the Committee of 100
visited the Fulham Civil Defence Centre
in West Brompton Road. The visit had
been arranged by the S.W. London
Working Group as part of the “build
up” campaign for the anti-Civil Defence
demonstration on May 12th organised
by the London Committee of 100.
For some considerable time now, the
Fulham Civil Defence Corps has been
without proper headquarters. New pre
mises are being built in the Fulham
Palace Road, but for the time being the
Corps have taken over three offices from
the army.
While we were waiting for more sup
porters to arrive, the local press camera
man and reporter turned up, and to com
plete the gathering a police superinten
dent and sergeant began to pace up and
down near ui.
The police and pressmen were ahead
of us as we walked the short distance to
the Civil Defence offices. We waited
outside on a very narrow pavement as
one of the group knocked, on the door.
We asked, if we could come in and look
round the premises, for as people who
lived in Fulham and the S.W. area, we
felt that we had the right to inspect the
place where Civil Defence training and
operations were organised.
We were informed that we could not
come in and that the Fulham Corps
were at that moment at the Holborn
Civil Defence headquarters. All this
time, the cameraman had been taking
photographs. With the Official’s stub
born refusal, it looked as though we
would have to commit civil disobedience
and block the pavement and road. The
superintendent realised this as well and
from this point more or less took on
the official’s job as well as his own. He
suggested that we looked around the
place in groups of three, but we de
manded that we should be divided into

two groups. He persuaded the official
to let us do this prodded that we prom
ised not to “sit-down" in there or refuse
to leave. This we agreed to do.
The first group made their tour of
inspection without a. hitch, but the press
men tried to come; in with the second
group in order to take protographs. The
official stopped th e® for according to
him this was not allowed. One of our
group in order to take photographs. The
well as was reporting the visit for Peace
News. This placedfethe official in a
quandary, but oncej again the superin
tendent came to his rescue. It was
agreed that the presginen could come in
providing they did not take photographs.
The superintendent- acted as our guide
and in fact he seemed. to know more
about the place thin the official, who
just looked completely bewildered and
tp most of our questions replied' “I’m
not allowed to answer that”. When
asked if the new Cijvil Defence building
was in any way protected against a
The International Wheat Council pro Government-assisted programmes, and
nuclear attack, he said he wasn’t certain visionally estimates world wheat pro although the Chinese should remain
but didn't think jio. Neither did h» duction, excluding mainland China, for large purchasers the size of their require
have any idea of the cost of this, new . 1962-63 at 228m. tons.
ments is stijl uncertain.
buijding.
Consequently the Council expects that
This is 18m. tons higher than in .1961, The rooms contained the usual office 62, and as high as the 1958 record.
end of season stocks in the eight main
equipment with thC addition of largeThe improvement is mainly due to the exporting countries are likely to remain
scale maps of London on which were sharp increase in Western European at about the same high level as those
printed letters and {numbers relating to output, although there were also gains of 1961-62. It also expects that there
the various Civil Defence units; The in North America, the U.S.S.R., North will be a substantial carry-over of durum
equipment, vehiclei and paraphernalia Africa, the Near East and the Indian stocks at the end "of the season, espec
that make up the Civil Defence fraud sub-continent.
ially in North America, sinee-the high
was all a big secret® In fact the whole
As a result the Council thinks that prices of 1961, led to greatly increased
Civil Defence Corps seems to be the "commercial demand for imports of productiatf in 1962.
shrouded in mysteqy. Is this all that wheat from Western Europe, may de
In its report on consumption the
Fulham Civil De fence Corps amounts cline substantially,” and that “world Council points out that in most of the'
to? Three offices land a few maps!
trade in wjieat and flour in 1962-63 is. advanced countries, there are; poor pros
Even the police sup(erintendent admitted likely to be considerably I6wer than in pects for further increases in consump-^
to us that he didn'ljthink much of Civil
1961-62,” when if reached the new tion because as income levels rise per
Defence.
. caput consumption of wheat falls.
record of about 47m. tons.
I personally was glad to get out of the
So far as the under-developed counIn addition, there may be some de
miserable place anal into the pub across cline ih the volume of exports going to tries are/concerned rising incomes should
the road.
p.T.
the under-developed countries under
Continued on page 2 ‘

WORLD WHEAT PRODUCTION UP

far more dependent nowadays on ary democracy is an incidental
day to day foreign policy, and the aspect of government, and that
fact that in an economy in which social and individual freedoms exist
many of the traditional fields of to the extent that people fight for
capitalist enterprise are drying up, and defend them. Our continual
closer co-ordination is needed at attack on the parliamentary myth
the top. The so-called flight of has sprung from the fact that such
power from parliament is taking a lot of energy has been wasted on
aggravated b j t h e concentration of place at a time when the role of it, putting so-called workers’ politi
the building industry in office blocks political government as an adjunct cians into positions of power from
instead of houiSes; the farcical build to private exploitation is growing which they have become part of
ing and abandoning of successive and evolving different forms. It the ruling class themselves; energy
deterrents, wim millions of pounds does not require much imagination which would have been better de
voted to developing independent
expenditure, some of which may to link the two.
It has been traditional in the organisations through which the
have been porifed“down the drain”,
but quite a ldt of which went into liberal and social-democratic move people could develop their own
the pockets of shareholders who ments to regard parliamentary power against that of the state. It
were quite delighted with the out democracy as the flower of our way is to be hoped that now the empti
come. In all|these cases, decisions of life, from which such benefits and ness of parliament is becoming more
have been taken which have affected freedoms which we do enjoy flow. obvious, some of this energy will
the lives of /the ordinary people The anarchist approach has insisted be used in a more fruitful direction.
P.H.
both in this country and in others, on the other hand that parliament
and they havelill had their reflec
tions in parliament, and the formali
ties of debateiand question time
have taken place, but who would Reflections on the
still claim that the power to make
and implement!decisions on these
matters rests
parliament? The
recognition thaf power in society
does not always lie where it is said
to, is not however, a new discovery, TOURING the recent dispute in the
The national press of course referred
for the workers’ movements in ^
power industry, the unofficial to the power workers’ “work-to-rule” as
Europe were divided on that ques action has been widely referred to as a a “go-slow”. We expect this from them,
tion nearly a clntury ago, with the “go-slow”. It was not a “go-slow”, but it came as a shock to find it in the
majority of th j First International which is an entirely different thing, con Socialist Leader- t Their industrial cor
under so little! illusion about the sisting simply of the slowing up of pro respondent writes: “By Wednesday mornthe unofficial “go-slow” had spread
power of parliament that they re duction. The unofficial action was a ng
further." Although the next sentence
“work-to-rule”
which
is
operated
by
jected the idea ©f trying to use it as
uses the correct term of “work-to-rule
an instrument ©f /social reform or sticking to the rules and regulations laid and overtime ban”, the headline for the
down by the management and unions.
revolution.
The National Shop Stewards’ Com article read's more like a capitalist paper
Similarly, sec® agreements be mittee of the power industry’ issued a than a socialist one. “Power Workers
tween governments have always leaflet setting out their recommendations Told to End Go-Slow by Union
been a featurim pf international for the operation of the “work-to-rule”. Leaders”.
diplomacy, and it was the secret in which they stated: —
This I feel is a very bad error, for
1. No overtime.
negotiations conducted by Sir
there have been enough lies and mis
2.
No
operation
of
plant
in
an
unsafe
Edward Grey berare the first world
representations of the power workers and
condition.
our job surely is to combat it, not to
war that led to She foundation of
3. No upgrading, downgrading, trans add to it.
the Union of Democratic Control
ference or interchaneability.
in the, years immediately following
Now that the unions have agreed on
4. No new entrants during the period
it, with its singijMfobjective of en
the compromise wage settlement and the
. of ban.
couraging “open |greements, openly
5. Each employee will carry out his unofficial “work-to-rule” has been called
arrived at” as thabasis for relations
normal assigned duties in a careful off, why is there still a power shortage?
and responsible manner during his Only this week, I saw the generator of
between governments; an objective
normal 42 regular established work an ice-cream van being used at a hos
which has failed^ as dismally as it
ing hours,, but beyond that he. will pital in Fulham. Now there are j o
is out of k eep in g ||ith the essential
n o t .c o -o p e ra te .1!-IJk large blnck - hracffiT*e<r?!T‘the Vress coui.nature,
An out-of-print Freedom Press Pam menting on a situation like this.
If there hasb^een an apparent
Where is all the long-term planning
flight of respoilibility from parlia phlet. Trade Unionism or Syndicalism *
on the “work-to-rule”, illustrates what
are told we get from State-run
ment within thXUast few decades, an effective method of action this is. It we
industries? The plans for expansion
as suggested in the quotations from says, “Many ingenious strike tactics have have been cut, even in spite of the fact
Churchill and BA'an given in Rich been invented by the French Syndical that advertisements in the press for
ard Boston’s artieje, it is more likely ists. Of these the ‘work-to-rule’ of the technicians state that the demand for
to be merely a refection of two fac railwaymen (on a few occasions copied electricity doubles every ten years.
tors which havsjpbecome important by the English railwaymen) is the best
These cuts in expansion have been in
during that period, namely’the way known. Thousands of laws and rules operation for some considerable time.
for
running
the
railways
are
made
by
in which international, capitalism is
In 1956 the expenditure on expansion

The Parliamentary Myth
T H E past two issues of Peace News
(Jan. 18th and 25th), have con
tained interesting articles by Richard
Boston on the “Lost power of Par
liament”, in which the writer argues
cogently that the ordinary M.P. has
no control whatsoever over the deci
sions that the government takes. As
examples he quotes the decisions to
allow American troops to be station
ed in Britain in peace time, and to
spend £100 million on the first
atomic explosion both of which
were taken (and it is worth adding,
by a Labour government), without
parliament being either consulted or
told, until after the event.
It is very encouraging to read the
volume of anti-parliamentary argu
ment that appears in Peace News
these days, and the articles by
Richard Boston have an added ininterest in that he has collected to
gether quotations from numerous
sources which add up to indicate
that conscious, open rejection of the
political myths of parliamentary
government has become pretty
widespread.
Nevertheless there is one aspect

WHEAT PRODUCTION UP
Continued from page I

lead to a growth in demand, but the
wheat will have to be supplied on special
terms, and it has to be remembered that
“a.large portion of the world’s popula
tion seems likely to continue to have
a general preference for rice.”
In dealing with the future the Council
states that the recent decline in carry
over stocks may prove to have been
“only a temporary phase,” and it sees
no reason to believe that a fundamental
change has taken place in the forces
which mould the world wheat situation.
Financial Times.

BO O KS?
We can supply
ANY book in print.
Also out-of-print books searched for
—and frequently found! This include*
paper-backs, children’s books and text
books. (Please supply publisher’s name
if possible).

of the arguments put forward in
describing the “Lost power of Par
liament1’ that deserves an anarchist
comment, and that is the suggestion
that this loss of power, and by im 
plication the loss of the citizen’s
rights to control what goes on in
his name, is something that has
happened within the last few de
cades, and is a feature which has
never before been faced by opposi
tion movements. If this really were
the case, it would suggest that the
problem was fairly superficial (using
that word objectively and not as an
insult), and of the attitudes and
activities needed to bring about the
sopial changes that many pacifists
arid socialists share with the anar
chist movement, is all that is neces
sary. The anarchist argument, on
the other hand, is that the funda
mental feature of the social system
that we should be attacking is gov
ernment itself, and not merely the
fact that parliamentary democracy
does not always work just like the
school text book says it should.
Richard Boston quotes from a
New Society editorial on a C.O.I.
publication The British Parliament,
criticising the myth “that parliament
can
be accurately understood
throught an analysis of its legal
powers and procedures”. Surely, a
myth of much greater importance
is the one that suggests that the
exercise of power in a society, or
to use the term in a broad but relevent sense, its government, can be
explained in terms of its parliament
at all. Parliament may well be
relevant, as one of a number of
parallel strands in the process of
government, but it is and always
has been, an instrument by which
the power holders have impressed
their will and their demands on the
ordinary people, and not the re
verse. ~ F o r ’inlfa'rice ’im quote issues
which have been well ventilated
recently in Peace News, the running
down of the socially useful railways
in the interests of profit making,
both by the government and the
private road haulage industry; the
sale of armaments to the South
African government; the way that
the housing problem has been

WORK-TO-RULE

NEW BOOKS

If This be Treason Helen Joseph 18/Pound Wise
Sir Osbert Sitwell 25/Pigeon Feathers
John Updike 18/-

REPRINTS
Son of a Wolf
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des Forces Gustave Le Bon 3/-; An Out
line of Man’s History Patrick Gordon
Walker 2/6; Must Man Wage War? F.
A. E. Crew 2/-; An Encyclopedia of
Pacifism (ed.) Aldous Huxley 5/-; An
Outline of European History (1925)
(Plebs) 2/6; Why I am Not a Christian
Bertrand Russell 2/6; In Germany Now
(1946) William Peters 2/6; Twenty
Years: the Policy of the C.P.C.B. (1940)
R. Page Amot 2/6; Hitler’s Conspiracy
Against Peace S. Erckner 3/-; The Class
Struggles in France 1848-50 Karl Marx
2/6; A Dream of John Ball William
Morris 2/6: Wage-Labour and Capital
Karl Marx 2/6; The Psychology of the
Adolescent Leta S. Hollingworth 3/6.

Freedom Bookshop
(Open 2 p m.—5.30 p m dally;
10 ajn.—1 pan. Thursdays;
10 am .—5 p.m. Saturdays).

17a MAXWELL ROAD
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NOT FOR MAIDEN AONTS
A SUMMARY of the plot of this play
would be ridiculous, but then so
is the play, sublimely so. Spike Milli
gan stars in it and must accept respon
sibility with John Antrobus for the text,
cuts by the Lord Chamberlain.

mayhem and peddle a narcotic nostalgia
of the ’twenties.
We laugh because! we dare not weep,
and the sometimes sick jokes seem
robustly healthy ©i this padded-cell
worjd that lies outside the Mermaid.
Readers are recommended to this play,
but it is not for maiden aunts.
J.R.

the Directors and Government. Of
course most of them are unused and
even unknown, their place being taken
by common-sense and daily experience
of the job. When the French railwaymen were forbidden to strike, their
Anarchist fellow-workers were delighted
to point out to them the absurdity of
the law, so the Anarcho-Syndicalists de
cided to carefully fulfil the law.
A favourite rule of militant railwaymen was that which said that tickets
must be examined on both sides. The
rule says nothing of city rush hours.
The results of ‘working-to-rule’ were to
tie up the railways, make the law look
an ass, and win the railwaymen’s
cause.”

It is the story of the post-atomic world
where Lord Fortnum of Alamein (played
by Valentine Dyall), mutates into a
bed-sitting room in (worse complication
of the disease), Paddington. When he
realizes he is worth fifty guineas a week
(furnished), the Hallelujah chorus in
praise of money breaks out and Graham
Stark as Captain Buies Martin kisses T HAVE only just Returned from South he is an unalloyed saint other appriaches
Africa and seen [your reposte to my will be made.
his ring (made of valuable bread) with
a papal gesture, Captain Martin having comments in your .issue of Dec. 22nd
Such words as ‘crook’ and ‘saint’ im
taken on the role of the post-atomic last. Without wearying you by going ply, however, a static conditions, whereas
Roy Brooks (funny ads in the Observer) over old ground may I assert that the we now know man's condition is one
. . . Ah, where was I? . . . one never main reason for the failure of the anar of conflicting impulses within himself
chist cause over the past two or three as well as towards his fellows. It fol
knows.
Well then let’s start with the ’prop’ generation, when ths failure of authori lows that solutions which do not allow
list so thoughtfully provided by the tarian forms of government has become for this duality of our natures are un
management in the Mermaid's excellent all too clear, lies in lihe refusal of anar likely to receive much attention, or to
(and free!) programme. “Portable park chists themselves tol come down front solve our problem if they do.
ing meter”, “Giant DAZ packets slung the ivory tower of pLre theory and offer
But even this aside, will a free society
on gas mask belt, 8ft. 9in. high con men a practical alternative to the way need schools, hospitals, dustcarts, street
of
life
they
know,
j
There
is
increasing
lighting and so on? And if it does,
structed pile of boots, step ladder to get
on top of boots, telephone set, no wires, awareness that this way of life is an how are the social disciplines to be
utter
fraud,
that
it
cheats
men
of
their
achieved which make their running
just receiver, green and modern, birth
certificate strapped to wrist, flip-top Bible highest aspirations ltd frustrates their possible? Is a surgeon, for example,
happiness
through
going to be any blue-eyed comrade who
made like cigarette pack". Perhaps we'd deepest instincts for
fellowship and love.
declares himself to be one, or is he
better not go on.
Having disposed of plot and props,
It is because of | Us, and because it still going to be the product of arduous
we are left with the actors, headed by has also tbrought men to the verge of training and discipline?
Is the baser aspects of us going to
Spike Milligan at his gooniest, Graham mass annihilation that they are increas
Stark, Valentine Dyall, John Bluthal, ingly seeking alternative means of organ disappear entirely, the part that wants
Marjie Lawrence, Rob Todd, John ising their relations with one another in to rape, rob and slander, or are we
Vyvyan and Clive Elliott all aid and human society. 1ne itably this starts going to make some provision for it?
abet in this grand conspiracy against off again the discussion about the real Under freedom will adolescents be free
old people by driving them
■ ■If,■ since
■ ■ if he 1is3 to murder
reason and ‘loranlorder’. The Temper nature of man hinge
■■■JHHRIMHHHPI
____ is (or
_ are) also on hand to an incurable crook the projected solution down on the highways with stolen cars
ance Seven
perpetrate their own brand of melodic will be based on constraint, whereas ifwhilst under the influence of drink,

was reduced by £18 million, in 1958
plans for increased generating capacity
were cut by 10% and later the govern
ment imposed restrictions on borrowing
money. In the last two years further
restrictions have been placed on the in
vestment of money in expansion, with
the result that during this severe winter,
the Board has been unable to meet the
demand for extra electricity. The cause
of this inefficiency is obvious and the
blame can no longer be laid on the
“Work-to-rule.”
P.T.
*Trade Unions or Syndicalism by T.

Brown.
tissue of 12/1/63.

LETTER

ANARCHISTS AND THE FREE SOCIETY
drugs or mere aggression? Will people
in a free society never want somebody
else’s wife or husband and how will the
problem of crime passionel be dealt
with?
How big will free societies be? What
is the optimum size which best preserves
freedom? And above all how will the
problem of power, which arises from
the mere aggregation of most forms of
conscious life, be solved?
If anarchists could stop assuming that
a new pattern of life by which men will
live in freedom will emerge from some
kind of immaculate conception, cease to
blow raspberries at people who are
seeking to grapple with the world as it
is, and give us bewildered souls on the
ground floor some practical advice
which measures up to their pretensions,
who knows, people may begin to listen?
J ohn P apworth .

Oar es Salaam, Jan. 26.

THE FEAR OF FREEDOM
Friend Papworth really
stop heckling if he wants
what anarchism is about.
cause we agree with him,

should try to
to understand
It is just be
that no man

Continued on page 4
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Econom ist (l^N /63) described
THEthe Katanga
affair as "in some ways

one of the most educative episodes in
post-war years”, and personally I found
the trend of recent events in the Congo
more captivating than a good novel.
That fact ds stranger than fifction is
amply demonstrted by' a study of the
Katanga affair.
One of the most intriguing people in
of mass production industries will
the Congo is undoubtedly Moise
become redundant and so work Tshombe,
who although he threatened
ing hours willl be further reduced. at one time to sabotage the Union
But we will not delve further. The Miniere plant at Kob^ezi, is still des
point we are trying to make is that cribed in East Af'fca and Rhodesia (a
until the people of the “affluent right-wing settler periodical) as “The
society” at least, come to their outstanding African moderate (24/1/63).
senses and formulate for themselves Captain Waterhouse referred to him in
a philosephy of life which trans the Annual General Meeting of Tan
cends the primitive formula Of ganyika Concessions as “statesman-like”.
“work-eat-sleep”, and the even Indeed it seems from Captain Water
report that considerable damage
more ghastly variation of so-called house’s
was done to Union ’’Miniere property
civilsed society in which Mammon and Ronald Legge in his report from
determines life from the womb-to- Elizabethville (Sunday Times 20/1/63)
the-tomb, Man will not benefit from writes: “A few hours after he (Tshombe)
his growing knowledge and his had. announced that he was prepared1to
mastery of natural phenomena. surrender unconditionally to the U.N.
Today in this country in spite of it is alleged that he-personally directed
having the capacity to provide the the firing of a gun*'that destroyed a
necessities of life for everybody (or transformer station near Kolwezi.” This,
more accurately one should say despite the claim of the editorial in
Africa and RHddesia that “So far
providing the means to acquire the East
as can be judged, it was Sir Roy Welennecessities of life—this question of sky who was chiefly instrumental in
self-subsistence must be the subject persuading Mr. Tshombe to abandon
of another article) there are, as his intention to adopt a ‘scorched earth
Prof. Titmuss has shown, millions policy’.”
of people old, or sick, who haven’t
According to the; Waterhouse report
the means to enjoy them; there are (from theGuardian 25/1/63), damage in
besides, at the time if writing pos Katanga to Union Miniere property in
sibly a million workers and their cluded that done to the cobalt plant at
dependents who are denied what Panda near Jadotville and to the des
the rest of us consider normal needs patching room at Ehituru. The report
because in spite of their willingness continues: “Fortunately this crowning
(a scorched learth policy) was
to work there is apparently no work disaster
prevented, mainly by|the efforts of the
for them. It is the moment to re representatives of the Belgian and British
call the Prime Minister’s fighting, Governments and/by|the statesman-like
his Battle-of-Britain-1963, speech: attitude of PresidentrTshombe.’’ None
“We must be ready . . . to work the less the cartoon! by Papas which
together, all of us”. It is also rite depicted Tshombe’ p&cing dynamite in
moment to challenge the Labour a'Dam upon which gtencuTatTiig African
Opposition’s equally rousing slogans nationalists were standing, would seem
of increasing production, which in to paint the picture more objectively,
here was a maniwho, if he had
the capitalist society they support, for
sabotaged the Union! Miniere, would
has meaning only if it produces have undermined a .Ivastly powerful
more profits. Don’t they see that vested interest in Africa which has
as each year passes the “markets” nothing against Africajt nationalists who
are shrinking because the produc remain constitutional. Tshombe, it seems,
tive capacity of industry increases? was motivated by patriotic fervour and
Won’t they see that when one the regional feeling of| the Africans in
section of British industry pats itself Katanga is genuine enough, yet his
actions were' soon halted in
on the back at having sold a steel threatened
embryo and he is nom along with the
producing plant to say India, it has Union Miniere, co-operating with the
deprived another section of industry United Nations-?—for tlje time being, at
from supplying India With steel any rate.

NOW-COMMON SENSE P
Continued from page I

greater “needs” than his humble
employees; the fact that he kills
himself by over eating et alia in his
fifties, and that his humble employ
ees live on to a ripe old age, in fact
balances out their total respective
needs; a Marilyn Munroe, or a
Mario Lanza (see last week’s News
of the World story of this singingand eating- phenomenon) had the
kinds of “needs” that “only capital
ism, and its money-system can
satisfy.” Both died in their thirties,
the former by her own hand the
latter through over-eating. So in
the long run their extraordinary
needs turned out to be quantitively
less than those of an ordinary human
being whose life span is double
theirs!).
The real privileges then, that the
capitalist system confers and which
are provided by the non-privileged
majority, would seem to be (a) the
maintenance of a rentier class who
live without producing anything they
consume and (b) the creation of a
power elite. The inefficiency on
which the capitalist system thrives
in the highly industrialised countries
is (c) the creation of artificial
“needs” (d) the production of shod
dy goods on principle (e) the misuse
of raw materials and the encourage
ment and organisation of waste.
Abolish (a) and (b) and not only
do you swell the ranks of the proyou
‘ eliminate and army of people en
gaged in occupations which serve
only to maintain the privileged status
of these parasites and the power
elite. Abolish (c) and not only do
you reduce needs and therefore un
necessary production, but you re
lease another army, this time of
“persuaders” whose sole justification
in fife is to make you want rwhat
you do not need, in order to keep
the wheels of industry turning and
the shareholders’ investments profit
able. Abolish {d) and things will
last longer, and fewer goods will
have to be produced to satisfy every
body’s needs. Abolish (e) and not
only will mankind be materially
more prosperous, both now and so
far as future generations are con
cerned, but again, our needs could
be satisfied with less physical effort.
We challenge anybody to deny
that the application of the foregoing
five points would result in an im
mediate increase in general pros
perity at the same time as a de
crease in the working week to less
than a half of what it is today. This
would be the first stage. The in
crease in leisure would encourage
people to interest themselves not
only in questions concerning the day
to day problems of the community,
as well as being able to cope with
emergencies (e.g. the problems creat
ed by natural phenomena such - as
our severe winter for instance, or
floods and earthquakes), but allow
them to develop all kinds of inter
ests and skills which they are pre
vented from doing today by the
material problems—real and im
agined—of life leaving them no time.
In this second stage we imagine
—unlike the pessimists, the anti
lifers and pro-capitalist publicists
who foresee that increased leisure
will mean more crime, more bore
dom, more hours in bed (sleeping of
course!), and less production—that
because so many people will derive
pleasure from making- and doingthings for themselves and their
friends (and after all this goes on
even today within the limited free
time at people’s disposal), a number

rails, or girders?'

Com
Back in Britain, in the House of Lords
significantly enough, Lady Summerskill
declared that “some of us are very
suspicious of the ulterior motives of
certain business interests in the Congo’.
Lord Home replied that “You must not
make this kind of allegation and cer
tainly you should not link it in any
way with the actions of the Government.
When it comes to British interests in
the Congo they are marginal.” It was
impossible to argue that the Govern
ment’s policy had been in any way
influenced by business considerations.”
(Guardian 24/1/63).
Being an anarchist the word “impos
sible” does not deter me, especially
when I read in the financial colums of
the Guardian the very next day that
“Tanganyika Concessions has a large
interest" in Unione Miniere (my empha
sis). The Tanganyika Concessions, one
should add, is a British Holding Com
pany. Reference should also be made
ot the following passage in Rosalynde
Ainslie's The Unholy Alliance: “Britain’s
role in the Katanga operation ranged
her clearly with the Unione Minierebacked Tshombe regime at a time when
it was openly defying the United
Nations. A ‘Katanga Lobby’ led by
Waterhouse, and Lords Robins, Selbourne, Clitheroe and helped by Lord
Salisbury, directed a vociferous Tory
campaign for Katanga secession and
against the U.N. operation.
“By. the middle of December 1961,
Dr. Conor O’Brien, former head of the
U.N. in Kotanga, together with power
ful elements of African and Asian opin
ion, had accused the U.K. Government
of surrendering to this lobby.”

*

*

*

An excellent article in the current
issue of the New Left Review by Perry
Anderson should not be missed by any
one interested in Africa or the Iberian
peninsula. It is entitled “Portugal and
the End of Ultra-Colonialism” and
portrays the •.Angolan insurrection of
February, 1961, with the ensuing Portu
guese action -and describes the develop
ment of a resistance in the territory. In
putting the affair into some perspective
the author views the situation inter
nationally, economically and politically.
The effect of the uprising on Portugal
is especially interesting.
. One’s criticism is that Mr. Anderson
writes off the Salazar regime too easily,
summing up thus: “The process of dis
integration is clear. As the Angolan
war continues, the political apparatus
of Salazarism, despite desperate appeals
to patriotic support, becomes more and
more introverted and isolated from any
other social force in the country. A
disabused army takes its distance and

prepares a respectable future: business
men surreptitiously despatch their capital
abroad: students and workers mobilize:
conscripts take to the hills: the exiles
gather. The end of an epoch is immi
nent.” Yet, has he forgotten America?
Or, to be more specific, American de
fence forces in Portugal which are likely
to render a greater income to the Portu
guese Government in future.
*

*

*

Pacifists mighht well read “The Place
of the Armed Forces in Society in Afri
can States in Race (Nov. 1962), by Wil
liam Gutteridge of the Royal Military
Academy, Sandhurst.
Two quotes below might be of interest
to our non-violent friend John Papworth. “It is possible,” writes Gut
teridge, “that dn the cases of Sierra
Leone and Tanganyika, for instance,
some tentative consideration was given
to the practicability of dispensing alto
gether with defence forces on grounds
of expense. However, the usual con
clusion is likely to be the same as theirs
—that such forces are essential equip
ment for a new state without which
independence might not seem to have
been achieved.”
In his conclusion Gutteridge writes:
“What emerges from an examination of
the armies of Commonwealth Africa
in relation to the societies from which
they must derive their shape is the cer
tainty that they will be much more
completely integrated into the political
life of the community than was at one
time nominally the case in Western coun
tries. This is likely to be true not only
of the armed forces collectively but of
individual officers. The shortage of
leaders is such that it will not be sur
prising if army officers are called upon
to fill roles in the administrative service
or in the diplomatic corps if they have
obvious ability which might otherwise
not be fully employed.”
I.W.
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AROUND THE GALLERIES

“jyjTANKIND is one” not only
biologically*, but socially,
politicaly and economicaly as well.
Only the anarchists really believe
this to be so. The politicians pay 'T 'H E London critics have damned with
lip service to internationalism. The
faint praise the retrospective exhibi
dis-United Nations are at this tion of Australian paiating now cur
moment staging a massive 79- rently on view at t h J Tate. In this
nations, 1,500 scientists, conference they were hut kindly echoing the Aus
in Geneva to explore how science tralian critics of a yeail ago who gave
can be applied in “less-developed the thumbs down to this exhibition when
areas”. 1.800 papers are being pre it was first farmed out at the Adelaide
Festival. Alan MdCullock, doyen
sented on subjects ranging from Arts
of Australian critics, launched the exhi
food-growing in deserts to schools bition not with a botne but with a
TV in the bush. A magnificent pro brick when he attacked |t all along the
gramme, and we are sure the scien line, for in the tail end sting of a
tists will have the answer to grow caustic review he wrote jthat “to allow
ing food in the deserts. But isn’t it to go to London in its present state
the major problem screaming its would be to label us oncfflpore with the
head off, not for learned scientists, stigma of provincialism from which we
but for the commen sense solutions, have struggled so hard, for so long, to
for the human—yes Christian, if escape,”
you really believe that you are your
McCulloch rightly datfcs the appear
brother’s keeper!—solution.
ance of Australian painting onto the
Only a world that needs a revo
lution, or deserves to be treated
with contempt, can be seriously ex
ploring the food-growing possibili
ties in deserts when millions of
acres of arable land in the United
States are taken out of production
and the owners compensated for so
doing! And not only in the United
States.
♦See the UNESCO statement by Experts
on Race Relations, Paris, 1950 in
Freedom Selections, Vol. I, 1951,
"Mankind is One”.

European scene with the London White
chapel Gallery exhibition and allowing
for the weaknesses that such a large
exhibition as that made inevitable the
work of Tucker, Drysdale, Nolan and
Boyd brought a new and needed vitality
to the jaded London seen® and as such
offered a springboard for a new wave
of Australian painters tg force their
way into the coteries tie-up of the
London, Paris and American markets.
Saved by their geograjfiy from the
fashionable cliques hawking their gallery
bespoked abstractions antf the giggle
squads of the TottenhamlCourl Road
school churning out graffilj for the bog

beautiful, the Australian painter could
offer the European market work that
explored new landscapes and new myths,
and all this a small group of Australian
painters did. The courage of their
conceptions and the bravado of their
technique balanced out much of their
incompetence as painters of lasting
worth. But the debt that the young
Australian painters owe to them is that
they forced the London dealers to
accept them as Australian painters
worthy of an international window,
McCulloch has no hesitation in placing
the blame for the failure of this exhi
bition squarely onto the shoulders of
the Commonwealth Art Advisory Board,
for when the Tate asked the Federal
Government to organize an exhibition
of contemporary Australian painting,
one of their terms of reference was that
it should include “the work of some of
the younger, lesser known artists, and
a few historical works to serve as
background.” The Government passed
the buck to the CAAB who after months
of futile nail-biting called in various
Slate gallery directors to help them solve
their simple problem and the only
answer that they could offer was to
make the painter Russell Drysdale a
member of the CAAB hanging squad.
The exhibition had its first showing in
the new wing of the Adelaide gallery
and despite the fact that the place was
crawling with Australia’s top officialdom,
private and public, the following day
brought the sad realization that they had

laid an addled egg for the London
market.
Instead of a "few historical works to
serve as background” there were out
of 204 works on view 84 that could be
classed as historical paintings while the
works of contemporary artists who
should have formed the backbone of
the
exhibition
consisted
of
in
different and isolated paintings scattered
among much naive and academic work.
But the exhibition has been shipped to
London and the Tate is showing it, but
all in all it is a complete disservice to
contemporary Australian painting. The
exhibition has been trebly unfortunate
in that it arrived at a time when the
Town was shivering from the coldest
weather for over a century, so that even
the perrennial fashionable gallery lay
abouts stayed away and the catalogue
for some odd reason known only to
God and the Tate has omitted all dates,
making the whole affair historically
meaningless. Nolan, Boyd and Drysdale
have been condemned for their overt
vein of Anglo-Saxon mysticism played
out on the red raw landscape of the
Australian outback but that the more
adventurous of the Australian painters
should work within the framework of
English literary painting is of small im
port for it is not what they paint but
how they paint that concerns us. But
this exhibition is a failure in that it
stinks of Established academicism and
the folksey backwoodsmanship of the
provincial galleries and minds. The petit
Khrushchevs and Prince Philips of the
art world will love it, for it offers slop
for the insensitive mind to wallow in,
but Australian painting has been
betrayed.
A rthur M oyse.

FREEDOM
N e w s o f t h e W o r ld said th a t
pylon. An RAF spokesman said that
“ T h e B o m b -T h ro w e rs ' B all” o r th e A n 
the technician was ’speaking figuratively'.
a r c h is t P a r ty ’s d a n c e “ in c lu d ed th ree
Two serving soldiers have written to
m a jo r fig h ts in w h ic h a w o m a n w as
Peace News proposing to form a ser
tr a m p le d b a d ly ” (S a m e w o m a n ? ) baw dy
vices CND group. A war office spokes
f o lk so n g s {true) c h a o s in th e clo a k ro o m
man commented, “ In principle the War
( tru e ) a n d th e la y in g o u t -of 700 (false)
Office looks on this kind of thing with
g a r m e n ts w h ic h to o k th re e h o u rs to so rt
concern” . The Ministry of Health and
(fa lse ).
I w a s lu c k y to escape w ith a
the Medical Research Council are pro CENTRAL MEETINGS
s c ra p o f p a p e r b e a rin g th e p a rty m o tto
posing to set up regional centres through meetings to be held at
“ D o a s th o u w ish u n le ss it h a rm s so m e 
out Britain to provide on-the-spotThe Two Brewers,
o n e e lse ” ( th a t w a s a C h ristm a s p arty
radiation protection services. . . .
40 Monmouth Street, WC2
c r a c k e r m o tto , W h ite fria rs 1)
W illiam
(Leicester Square Tube)
H ic k e y o f th e E x p re ss to ld th e ta le of
T he E ast Anglian Committee of 100 Sundays at 7.30 pjn.
th e tie le ss b e in g tu r n e d aw a y (false) T h e
plan to “auction” several squadrons of
Q u e e n b e in g sa v ed by m is ta k e a f te r th e
Valiant bombers in Swaffham Market FEB 3 Jack Stevenson:
la s t w a ltz a n d b e in g c o n d e m n e d by “ e x 
in May because they claim they are The Only Union
tr e m is ts h e a d in g f o r th e p la tf o rm ” (false).
“immoral, irrational, outdated and ex
panic, he m ade it look like a burglary
T w o S paniards , Wfco entered the country
FEB 10 Ken Weller:
A n a r c h y in th e c lo a k r o o m / th e six
pensive”, and that the air-base should The Industrial Struggle in 1963
b u t d id n 't tak e anything (this w ould have
illegally,
gave
th|||sfeives
up
at
a
Lon
a tte n d a n ts h a d c o n fu s e d th e tic k ets an d
be
handed
back
to
the
public
for
some
been a ca p ital offence). He had not
d o n police-stations after walking twenty
g iv e n u p (fa lse ). N e w S o c ie ty c a rrie d a
m et an y hom osexuals— except later in
miles fro m Tilbury from a ship on creative purpose. The Committee in FEB 17 Bob Green:
r e a d e r ’s le tte r w h ic h sp o k e o f “ anarchy**
tend to claim the land on behalf of Why Frances’s Cat Eats Olives
p riso n o n rem an d w hen on e cam e over
w hich they had Itowed away. . . .
in th e b a r a n d c lo a k r o o m a t th e b all.
N orfolk County Council. Proceeds of
to h im an d Som ers said, “ D o you know
T h e b a r ( a la s ! ) w a s n o t u n d e r o u r
the sale will be for famine relief. The FEB 24 Brian Hart:
w h at I ’m h ere f o r? ” an d th e h o m o 
c o n tr o l. T h e w rite r w as im pressed by
T he “ D aily T eiI graph” reports that
Air Ministry spokesman said, “They Nestor Makhno
sex u al w en t aw ay. “ I co u ld n ’t be
“ th e sh e e r frie n d lin e ss o f th e o cc asio n ” .
“ A narchism is spllading among Oxford
won’t get into the air-base”.
.
frien d ly b u t I le arn t to be tolerant. In
MAR 3 Tom Barnes:
I t re m in d e d h im o f a J e h o v a h ’s W it
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